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Polyphosphate Tote
Polyphosphate is used to stabilize water quality and minimize corrosion in drinking water systems. Polyphosphate reacts with soluble metals (Fe, Mn, Ca, Mg, etc.)
by sequestering (binding) the metals to maintain their solubility in water. The sequestering process minimizes the risk of:
Discoloration
Staining
Scaling
Chlorine demand
Foul taste/odor
Sold in 55 gal Drum or 275 gal Tote.

Chlorine Gas
Chlorine gas is one of the most commonly used disinfectants for water disinfection. Chlorine destroys target organisms by oxidizing cellular material.
Sold in 150 lb cylinder.

Twin-Floc Polymer
Twin-Floc Polymer coagulates suspended solids and produces large curds of solid
materials (floc).
Sold in 2,300 lb tote.

Hydroflusilicic Acid 23%
Fluoride is a naturally occurring mineral that protects teeth from tooth decay.
Sold in 55 gal Drums or 330 gal Tote.
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MicroRid Disinfectant (RTV)
MicroRid Disinfectant is Twin-Chemicals EPA-registered Disinfectant, Cleaner,
Fungicide, Mildewstat, Virucide, Deodorizer and Sanitizer. It is a one-step Disinfectant and has been tested to kill over 80 different organisms including Aspergillus
niger, E.coli, Penecillium spinulosum, Salmonella, HIV, Hepatitis-B, Herpes, Poliovirus and many other pathogenic organisms. It is designed to be effective against
all types of microbes such as bacteria, mold, mildew, fungus and algae and can be
used on pourus and nonporous materials. This is an EPA registered, hospital grade
disinfectant. Ready-to-use formula.
Sold in 5 gal Pail.

Granular Chlorine
Calcium hypochlorite is manufactured from chlorine gas. It is best known as chlorine pellets and granules in residential water treatment. It is a white solid with
a very pungent odor. Calcium hypochlorite increases the pH of the water being
treated.
Sold in 100 lb Pail.

MicroRid Disinfectant Concentrate
MicroRid Disinfectant is Twin-Chemicals EPA-registered Disinfectant, Cleaner,
Fungicide, Mildewstat, Virucide, Deodorizer and Sanitizer. It is a one-step Disinfectant and has been tested to kill over 80 different organisms including Aspergillus
niger, E.coli, Penecillium spinulosum, Salmonella, HIV, Hepatitis-B, Herpes, Poliovirus and many other pathogenic organisms. It is designed to be effective against
all types of microbes such as bacteria, mold, mildew, fungus and algae and can be
used on pourus and nonporous materials. This is an EPA registered, hospital grade
disinfectant. It is a powerful concentrate that will make up to 64 gallons of usable
product from every gallon of MicroRid Disinfectant Cleaner.
Mix 2 ounces per gallon of water.
Sold in 4x1 gallon case.

Sodium Hypochlorite 12 1/2%
Sodium hypochlorite is a chlorine-containing compound most easily recognized as
household bleach. It is a light yellow liquid that has a relatively short shelf life. It is
the easiest to handle of all the types of chlorine. Sodium hypochlorite also increases the pH of the water being treated. A lower concentration of chlorine in this form
is needed to treat water than with calcium hypochlorite or chlorine gas.
Sold in 55 gal Drum.
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GLOVES
Microflex Latex Exam Grade Safegrip Gloves
Microflex® SafeGrip® Blue Gloves made from non-sterile, ambidextrous 11.4 mil. latex material provides high durability and safety. 11.8 in. gloves are ideally designed
to provide higher secure grip in situations requiring intense pressure and strain on
the hands. Powder-free disposable gloves with extended 300 mm. beaded cuff features textured fingertip finish for enhanced safety and security. It meet or exceed
the emergency medical glove requirements of NFPA 1999 standard on protective
clothing for emergency medical operations, 2003 edition. Reliable single use gloves
provide added protection in required extreme environments.

$17.99/box (10 boxes per case / 50 pairs per box. S, M, L, XL)
Microflex® Diamond Grip™ Gloves
Natural Exam Grade Gloves made of 6.3 mil. latex renders magnificent critical
protection especially for fingertips and avoids ripping/tearing. Non-sterile gloves
with textured fingers finish offers enhanced grip in wet and dry condition. 9.8 in.
Powder-free gloves featuring beaded cuff provides an immense balance of performance, durability and comfort. Ambidextrous gloves are ideal for heavy-duty environments involving utensils and instruments handling.

$12.15/box (10 boxes per case / 100 pairs per box. S, M, L, XL)
Microflex® Ultra One® Gloves
Microflex® Ultra One® Medium Gloves made from non-sterile, ambidextrous 9.8
mil. natural latex material provides high durability and safety. 11.8 in. gloves are
ideally designed to provide excellent tactile sensitivity and grip with less hand fatigue. Strong, durable and comfortable gloves offers extra coverage over the wrist
and forearm that is needed against many hazards. Disposable gloves with extended beaded cuff features powder-free polymer inner coating and textured fingers
finish that provides better gripping. Latex free reliable single use gloves have major
application in dental, EMS, healthcare, industrial safety, laboratory and law.

$13.25/box (10 boxes per case / 50 pairs per box. S, M, L, XL)

Radnor Flock Lined Latex Gloves
Radnor® Neoprene over Natural Rubber Latex Gloves are made of unsupported 22
mil. neoprene-over-natural rubber is flexible and provides excellent tactile sensitivity. These gloves provide good resistance to a broad range of chemiclas while
the flock lining absorbs perspiration for improved comfort. The tractor-tread embossed grip pattern encourages run off of fluids to enhance grip effectiveness.

$0.70/pair (S, M, L, XL)
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Ergodyne Thermal Gloves
Ergodyne ProFlex® 817WP XL Black 40g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation Thermal
Waterproof Utility Gloves with Hipora® windproof and breathable liner improves
wearing comfort and versatility. Double coated synthetic leather palm gloves
feature padded spandex back that offers protection against bumps, bruises and
neoprene knuckle pad protects from knocks and abrasion. Utility gloves offer low
profile closure with elastic woven cuff which provides a secure and comfortable
fit. Gloves with terry cloth brow wipe on back of thumb find application in cold
storage, marine, winter work, fishing and construction.

$28.75/pair (S, M, L, XL)

North By Honeywell 26 in. Cotton Lined PVC
Chemical Resistant
North® By Honeywell NLS Series Size 10 Liquid proof Cotton Jersey Lined Green
Men’s Long Gloves with suspended strap opening are made from high quality PVC
material to offer high abrasion and puncture resistance. 26 in. Rough finish supported full arm gloves with better grip enables easy handling in oily and wet environments. They have curved hand design and soft liner to provide greater comfort.
Gloves with extended sleeve ensure full protection from wrist to the shoulder and
provide better resistance to cuts or tears. Multi-purpose gloves are designed for
repetitive handling in an oily atmosphere and offer low resistance to ketones, aromatic and halogen hydrocarbons. They are widely used in agriculture, maintenance, water treatment, petro-chemical, mining, quarrying and other industrial
cleaning purpose. They conform to European standards and are sold as 24 pairs
per case.

$22.30/pair (S, M, L, XL)

WIPES
GOJO Bucket White Fast Wipes – Orange Scented
GOJO® Fast Wipes® Multi-Purpose Towels clean light greases and oil in a snap.
Hand cleaning towels are convenient to be used where water is not available and
are preferred on the workbench, in service vehicles, at the job site.

$25.45/bucket (225 wipes per bucket)
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Swift First Aid 1 in. x 2.5 in. Alcohol Wipes
Swift First Aid 70% Isopropyl Alcohol Wipe measuring 1 in. x 2 1/2 in. is an ideal
choice for treating wounds, cuts and scrapes. It can be used to cleanse skin to prevent infections.

$3.99/box (200 wipes per box)
Kimberly-Clark Professional WYPALL L30 Wipes
Kimberly-Clark Professional* WYPALL* 10in. x 9 4/5 in. White L30 Wiper features
reinforced grid that offers added strength for wet surface wiping and is ideal for
routine industrial cleaning as well as maintenance. Wiper removes soil and liquid
from face and hands. Wiper can be dispensed 1 at a time.

$9.65/box (120 wipes per box)
KIMTECH Prep Wipes
*Removes oil and grease *Strong. Resists most solvents. *Feels just like cloth and
re-usable
Kimberly-Clark Professional* KIMTECH PREP* KIMTEX* 12.1” X 16 4/5” Blue
Wiper featuring polypropylene construction is acid, base and solvent resistant making it great for use with lubricants, oil and grease. Wiper designed
for tasks that require low lint or use of chemicals can be ideally used for tasks
where precision and reliability are essential. It is perfect for furniture finishing, engine assembly/repair, pre-packaging wipe down, LCD panel assembly, appliance assembly, printing and glass or window cleaning applications.

$33.40/box (200 wipes/box / 4 boxes per case)
Kimberly-Clark Professional WYPALL L40 Wipes
Kimberly-Clark Professional* WYPALL* 16.4 in. x 9 4/5 in. Blue L40 Wiper comes in a
pop-up box and is suitable for routine industrial cleaning as well as maintenance.
Wiper is soft enough to clean face and hands. Wiper absorbs large spills, leaks and
features reinforced matrix for added strength when wet.

$16.50/box (100 wipes per box

/ 9 boxes per case)

Wypall Light Duty L10 Dispenser Box Wipes
Kimberly-Clark Professional* WYPALL* 12 in. x 10 1/4 in. White L10 Utility Wipes
feature strength and durability for general cleanup tasks. Wipes are ideal for spray
and wipe jobs, glass surface cleaning, small spill cleanup and final assembly wiping. Wipe meets EPA guidelines for recycled fiber content.

$6.29/box (125 wipes/box

/ 18 boxes per case)
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HEAD PROTECTION
MSA Blue V-Gard Polyethylene Cap Style Bump
Cap
MSA V-Gard® Blue Class E Polyethylene Slotted Hard Cap With Fas-Trac® Suspension has self-adjusting crown straps which offers comfortable protection. Slots are
designed to work with MSA accessories which assure compliance with both the
helmet, accessory and polyethylene shell provides tremendous impact protection.
Cap finds its applications in agriculture, asbestos abatement, chemical, construction, electric utility, hazardous materials, mining, nuclear, oil & gas paper and pulp,
sand blasting, sanding & grinding, water/wastewater, welding, general industry,
HVAC, confined space, food processes, painting and utilities. This ANSI type I cap
can be customized with imprinting and striping and meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009
and CSA Z94.1-2005 standards.

$11.65/each
MSA V-Gard White Class E Polyethylene Hard Hat
With Full Brim
MSA V-Gard® White Class E Polyethylene Hard Hat With Full Brim And Fas-Trac®
Suspension has self-adjusting crown straps which offers comfortable protection.
Non-slotted hat is light in weight and polyethylene shell provides tremendous
impact protection. Hat finds its applications in asbestos abatement, sanding and
grinding, welding, confined space, food processes, painting, agriculture, chemical
construction, general industry, HVAC, mining, oil and gas, water treatment and
utilities. This ANSI type I cap can be customized with imprinting and striping and
meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 and CSA Z94.1-2005 standards.

$15.55/each
Bullard White Classic C33 Full Brim Hard Hat
Bullard® Classic Series White Polyethylene Hard Hat With Full-Brim And 6 Point
Flex-Gear® Ratchet Suspension is perfect for most applications. It features a replaceable cotton brow pad and 1 in. wide seamless nylon crown straps for comfort.
Hat meets or exceeds ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009, Type I Class E and G standards.

$15.45/each
Headlamp
Streamlight® Enduro® Black 1.5 V AAA Alkaline 2 Battery-Powered Head Light delivers 850 cd, 6 - 14.5 lumens and runs up to 6 - 12 hrs using white LEDs. Headlight
has integral hat clip and is equipped with 30000 hrs life LEDs and push-button
sequence operates through high and low modes. It has high-flux LED reflector is
focused for 100 ft. range and include rubber/elastic combo head strap. Solid state
power regulation offers maximum light output throughout battery life and light
comes with impact resistant ABS case. Headlight has unbreakable polycarbonate
lens and meets applicable European community directives.
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$31.69/each

Hard Hat Sweatbands
OccuNomix Terry Toppers® Navy Snap-On Hard Hat Sweatband is made of 100%
super-sorbing soft terry cotton plush for durability. Non-scratchy sweatband is
more absorbent and economical. Sweatband is machine washable and helps headgear fit more securely.

$1.89/each
Winter Liner
OccuNomix Hot Rods® Universal Gray Classic Shoulder-Length Winter Liner is
made of 100% polyester anti-pilling heavy weight fleece for durability. Single layer
liner is ideal for hardhat liner and welding helmet liner.

$22.25/each

EYE & HEARING PROTECTION
Radnor Classic Series Safety Glasses
The Classic Series Eyewear by Radnor® features a durable, lightweight polycarbonate lens with a scratch-resistant coating in a distinctive wraparound single lens
design. The flexible temple design allows the use of a variety of cords for greater
convenience which increases wearer compliance.

$1.68/each
Uvex by Honeywell Stanley A600 Series Impact
Goggles
Uvex™ by Honeywell Stanley® A600 Series Impact Style Safety Goggles feature
clear lens and clear frame. Goggles fit over prescription eyewear. They provide protection against impact from flying objects. They have anti-scratch coated lens that
gives 99.9% UV protection. They have soft nosepiece to offer maximum comfort.
Goggles meet ANSI Z87+ and CSA Z94.3 safety standards.

$2.35/each
3M Multiple Use Push-Ins Polyurethane Foam
Corded Earplugs
3M™ Push-Ins™ Corded Earplugs feature a no-roll design and the blue stem makes
insertion and removal easier. Earplugs eliminate the fear of ear contamination
and the foam tip conveniently fits every size ear canal. It is made of ultra-soft polyurethane and the noise reduction is rated at 28 dB. The breakaway cord protects
the wearer during machine entanglement. It comes in a poly bag.

$44.89/case (2,000 pairs per case)
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Howard Leight by Honeywell Single Use Laser
Lite T-Shape Foam Earplugs
Howard Leight by Honeywell Laser-Lite® Uncorded Earplugs are made from low
pressure polyurethane foam that can be expanded gently within the ear canal for
durability. Plugs have a contoured T shape that easy handling and the vibrant colors give better visibility. Dirt build-up is prevented by soil resistant closed cell foam
skin and is ideal for process industries having low tolerance levels. The noise reduction is rated at 32 dB.

$19.98/case (200 pairs per case)
Howard Leight by Honeywell Over-the-Head
Noise Blocking Headband Earmuffs
Howard Leight by Honeywell Leightning® L1 Light Gray Over-The-Head Metal
Headband Noise Blocking Earmuffs with 25 dB NRR feature Bilsom® patented airflow Control™ technology to provide enhanced attenuation across all frequencies.
Steel wire earmuffs offer superior performance and durability with added lasting
comfort for daily use. Padded foam, tough steel headband and softer snap-in ear
cushions remove squeezing pressure on the head by offering consistent overall attenuation for all industrial noise environments virtually. The patented base plate
chamber and high-tech non-woven layer of earmuffs manage flow of air to control
the sound that reaches ear. Earmuffs are provided with three levels of attenuation
for a variety of applications where reliable noise-blocking protection is required.
Headband comes with telescopic height adjustment feature that allows remaining
intact during usage. Earmuffs used for easier/quick replacement find its application in agriculture and farming, building construction, forestry, general contracting, heavy construction, landscaping, lumber/wood products, metal fabrication,
military and law enforcement, petrochemical, sporting, steel, transportation and
equipment manufacturing.

$9.95/each

FIRST AID KITS
North by Honeywell 11 in. x 15 in. x 5 in. White
Steel Portable and Wall Mount 100 Person Bulk
First Aid Station
North® By Honeywell Station First Aid Kit includes adhesive bandage of size 1 in.
x 3 in. / 3/4 in. x 3 in., adhesive tape of size 1/2 in. x 5 yds., alcohol prep pads and antibiotic ointment. It comes with burn pump spray of 2 oz., non-sterile conforming
bandage of size 2 in. x 6 yd./3 in. x 6 yds., CPR Microshield® with 1 pair of gloves and
wipes. It features elastic bandage of 2 in., eye dressing pads with adhesive strips,
Eye-Left® eyewash of 4 oz., fingertip bandage and first aid guide. It contains forceps, square gauze compress, Knuckle bandage, Pain-A-Rest® non-aspirin, scissors.
It finds application for construction, manufacturing, medical, municipal services,
nuclear, pharmaceutical, oil or gas industries.
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$135.50/each

Radnor Three-Shelf 25 Person Durable Metal
Industrial First Aid Cabinet
Radnor® Three-shelf cabinet industrial first aid cabinet is ideal when space is limited. Lightweight enough to be portable or can be wall mounted. Durable metal construction with white powder coat assures long-lasting wear with minimal maintenance. The three-shelf cabinet is available with a standard fill (RAD64058004) or
can be customized to meet your company’s specific needs.

$118.20/each

VESTS
River City Garments 19 in. x 54 in. Hi-Viz Orange
Light Weight
River City Garments® One Size Fits All Hi-Viz Orange Polyester Mesh General purpose Chevron Tear Away Design Vest measuring 19 in. x 54 in. includes front closure with hook measuring 2 1/2 in. x 4 in. and loop to extend from right side of vest.
It has hook measuring 2 1/2 in. x 5 in. and loop sewn on left, back side of vest. It has
two vertical strips extended from each bag shoulder to the bottom of front side of
vest vertical strips extended from top of back shoulder 11 1/2 in. down back. Three
sets of inverted V strips sewn on back, top 2 sets 11 in. long, bottom set is 10 in. long.
It has two mesh straps measuring 4 1/4 in. x 13 1/2 in. to the side of vest 7 1/2 in. from
bottom. Each strap has reflective tape sewn in the middle and 2 in. of hook and loop
on the backside side tip.

$8.69/each
OccuNomix 2X Hi-Viz Yello Occulux Premium
OccuNomix OccuLux® 2X Yellow Class 2 Premium Solid Dual Stripe Full Surveyor’s Vest made from 100% ANSI, lightweight polyester tricot renders enhanced
safety with added durability. It has two 360° horizontal stripes and two vertical
shoulder stripes of 2 in. 3M™ Scotchlite™.

$14.50/each

River City Garments 18 in. x 47 in. Hi-Viz Orange
River City Garments® Hi-Viz Orange Polyester Mesh General purpose Chevron Design Vest measuring 18 in. x 47 in. includes front closure with hook measuring 3/4 in.
x 2 in. and loop to extend from right side of vest. It has hook measuring 3/4 in. x 8 in.
on elastic side straps and 3/4 in. black cotton binding. It has two 1 3/ 8 in. white vinyl
reflective stripes sewn vertically onto vest front to back continuously.

$9.90/each
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PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Radnor White Spunbond Polypropylene
Disposable Labcoat with Snap Front Closure
Radnor® lab coats provide light splash and dry particulate protection. Lab coats
provide light weight protection and are more breathable than coveralls.
Radnor® Spunbond Polypropylene Lab Coats are made from soft, breathable 100%
polyproplene material. This material is resistant to rot and mildew, doesn’t support
bacterial growth, is non-allergenic and non linting. This material will not flare, but
will melt if exposed to open flame or high temperature substances. Radnor® polypropylene coveralls are a cost effective dry particulate barrier.

$0.98/each

Radnor White Polypropylene Coverall
Radnor® Pro-2 Disposable Coveralls are a good unabraded barrier garment for
non-hazardous dry particles and liquid splash in general industrial environments.
Lightweight and soft, yet strong, with a laminate film. Antistatic, low linting barrier material for non-hazardous dry particles and liquids.

$3.38/each

Miller Black 7 oz. WeldX Flame Resistant Apron
Miller® WeldX™ Apron made from exclusive material provides added protection
over the standard FR cotton by featuring reinforced stitching along with finished
hems for enhanced durability. Apron is a chromium free alternative for easy disposable methods. 7 oz. Apron comes with adjustable drawstrings around the neck
and waist to ensure optimal fit and has pre-shrunk fabric to remove shrinkage. 35
in. Apron has front pockets for easy accessibility.

$94.25/each
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Boots, 17 in. Yellow Rubber, Over-the-Shoe, sizes
8-18
Radnor® Over-The-Shoe-Boot with 17 in. yellow upper constructed of hand-layered
rubber and specially formulated to stretch over work shoes.

$21.20/pair

Onguard Industries Yellow Protex .3000 mm. PVC
Rain Bib Overalls
Onguard Protex Yellow 56 1/2 in. Bib Overall with snap fly front features 0.30 mm.
high density PVC on non-woven polyester heavy-duty construction to render high
abrasion resistance. Overall features heavy-duty elastic adjustable suspender with
deluxe suspender clip and consists reinforced crotch area to avoid splitting. It incorporates ankle and cuff take-up snaps for comfortable as well as tapered fit while
adjustable waist snap delivers convenient usage.

$13.12/each

SIGNS & PADDLES
Accuform Signs
Accuform Signs® Parking Safety Sign made of Aluma-Lite™ that resists impacts and
flexing. Sign is ideal for variety of industrial, warehouse, construction and architectural applications. Aluma-Lite™ material is comprised of two sheets of aluminum permanently bonded on both sides that provides lightweight thermoplastic
center core. Its printed surface is protected by polyester over laminate film for added chemical and scratch resistance. Ultra-lightweight signs material component is
recognized by UL for electrical signage and includes rounded corner and standard
1/4 in. mounting corner holes. Sign lets people know where they can and cannot
park.

Pricing varies - please call for a quote.
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MARKING FLAGS & SPRAY PAINT
Stake Flags
Marking Flags are made of durable 4-mil. PVC. . .21 in. wire staff, 4 in. x 5 in. printed flag. Flag is mainly used to identifying potential hazards that lie underground
like buried utility lines, pipes. It also finds its application in areas like surveying,
construction, digging and trenching to identify boundaries. Flag is made clearly
visible by attaching it to a 16-ga steel long wire rod.
Comes in a variety of colors and printing options.

$10.95/bundle (100 flags per bundle)

Krylon 18 oz. Aerosol Can Solvent Based
Pavement Striping Paint
Krylon® Products Group Industrial Krylon® Line-Up® 18 oz. Solvent-Based Pavement Striping Paint with a non-clogging spray tip is free-of-lead hazards and offers
quick drying. Striping enamel paint with a semi-gloss finish offers color retention
or appearance and is perfect warehouse aisles, parking lots, school grounds, construction or excavation sites, road surfaces, nurseries, apartment complexes and
fairgrounds. Paint has chemical-resistant properties and offers topcoat at anytime
with no lifting. It is Voc compliant.
Comes in a variety of colors.

$50.40/case (12 cans per case)

Krylon 20 oz. Aerosol Water Based Inverted
Marking Paint
Krylon® Products Group Sprayon® Industrial Quik-Mark 20 oz. APWA Alkyd Enamel Krylon® Water Based Inverted Marking Paint comes with a convenient Spray-Thru™ cap and high solids formulation to offer bold, bright, visible markings. Enamel
paint features with a non-clogging spray tip free-of-lead hazards and offers quick
drying. Paint is perfect for communication lines, electrical installations, athletic
fields, utility marking, surveys, construction, excavation and other ground marking. It penetrates and adheres to hot surfaces instantly. It is Voc compliant.
Comes in a variety of colors.

$39.50/case (12 cans per case)
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TOOLS
Measuring Wheel (Orange) - 3 ft. circumference,
11 1/4 in. diameter
Measuring Wheel, Heavy Duty Single, Professional Series, Wheel Circumference
3 ft., Wheel Diameter 11 1/4 in., Measuring Range 100,000 ft., Measuring Units Feet,
Handle Extended L 40 1/4 in., Orange, Steel, Length 22 1/4 in., Width 15 1/2 in., Height
8 1/4 in., Net Weight 5.45 lb., Foldable Handle, Includes Stand, Exterior Use.

$90.99/each

Fatmax Tape Rule - 1 1/4 in. x 26 in.
$26.55/each
Fatmax Tape Rule - 1 1/4 in. x 30 in.
$27.60/each
Magnetic Aluminum I-Beam Level - 24 in.
Put heavy-duty Stanley levels to work in the field or around the plant. They feature
easy-to-read vials that are visible 360° and durable aluminum or ABS plastic
frames. Vials are set directly into the frame and never need adjustment. Stanley
levels come in a variety of styles and sizes for your exact application.
Choose from Torpedo or I-beam levels. Torpedo levels feature a solid full-length
aluminum or ABS plastic frame with top-read vial windows. Cast aluminum model
has a pipe groove for use on rounded surfaces. I-beam levels offer durability and
reliability at an economical price. They feature shock-absorbing end caps and a
pipe groove for use on rounded surfaces.

$39.89/each
Tubular Curved Claw Hammer - 16 oz.
$11.35/each
Rubber Mallet - 16 oz.
$15.15/each
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Nupla Sledge Hammer with Fiberglass Handle
$69.35/each (10 lb. Sledge Hammer)
$85.85/each (12 lb. Sledge Hammer)
$96.45/each (16 lb. Sledge Hammer)

Dirt Tamp
These heavy-duty tamps are ideal for rugged use. Their 1 5/ 8 in. diameter steel handle is permanently welded to a steel plate.

$71.70/each (8 in. x 8 in. x ¼ in.)
$74.05/each (10 in. x 10 in. x ¼ in.)

D-Handle, 16 Gauge shovel, Round Point
$21.18/each

D-Handle, 16 Gauge Shovel, Square Point
$25.82/each
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Drain Spade, D-Handle - 29 in.
The ideal straight angle digging tool. Perfect for working around existing structures. 14 in. blade length‚ heavy-gauge with forward step. Ergonomic fiberglass
core with polymer outer jacket. Long and D-handle versions.

$42.30/each

Post Hole Digger - 4 ft.
Post Hole Digger, Distance between Blade Tips 6 1/4 in., Handle Length 48 in., 4 ft.,
Wooden Handle, Heavy Duty, Hercules Pattern Blade.

$87.55/each

Retractable Utility Knife - 6 3/8 in.
Utility Knife, Retractable, Blade Type Utility, Blade Change Push Button, Overall
Length 6 3/ 8 in., Blade Material Carbon Steel, Handle Color Gray, Handle Material
Steel, Number of Blades Included 2, Tether Capable Tether Ready, Overall Width 1 7/8
in., Overall Thickness 3/4 in., Position 1, Handle Type Straight, Features Top Button,
Stores (2) Blades, Application General Purpose.

$8.45/each

Standard Adjustable Wrench - 10 in.
$28.30/each
17
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DON’T SEE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?
Just give us a call and we can assist you with ANYTHING you need
to help your business run smoothly. We are your personal shopper
who will go out and find the best pricing in the marketplace so that
you can spend time doing what’s important. . .

...making your business thrive!

(800) 442-4958
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Twin Chemicals, Inc.
6175 Hickory Flat Hwy Suite 110-344 Canton, GA 30115
(800) 442-4958
twinchemicals.com

